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NEW QUESTION: 1
View the Exhibit and examine the description for the CUSTOMERS
table.
You want to update the CUST_CREDIT_LIMIT column to NULL for all
the customers, where CUST_INCOME_LEVEL has NULL in the
CUSTOMERS table. Which SQL statement will accomplish the task?
A. UPDATE customers
SET cust_credit_limit = TO_NUMBER(NULL)
WHERE cust_income_level = TO_NUMBER(NULL);
B. UPDATE customers
SET cust_credit_limit = NULL
WHERE cust_income_level IS NULL;
C. UPDATE customers

SET cust_credit_limit =
WHERE CUST_INCOME_LEVEL
D. UPDATE customers
SET cust_credit_limit =
WHERE cust_income_level
Answer: B

NULL
= NULL;
TO_NUMBER(' ', 9999)
IS NULL;

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option C
B. Option D
C. Option B
D. Option A
Answer: B,D
Explanation:
* Specify ENABLE if you want the constraint to be applied to
the data in the table.
* ENABLE VALIDATE specifies that all old and new data also
complies with the constraint.
An enabled validated constraint guarantees that all data is and
will continue to be valid (not B).
If any row in the table violates the integrity constraint, the
constraint remains disabled and Oracle returns an error (A). If
all rows comply with the constraint, Oracle enables the
constraint. Subsequently, if new data violates the constraint,
Oracle does not execute the statement and returns an error
indicating the integrity constraint violation.
Note:
* Specify INITIALLY IMMEDIATE to indicate that Oracle should
check this constraint at the end of each subsequent SQL
statement.
Incorrect:
Not C: Specify INITIALLY DEFERRED to indicate that Oracle
should check this constraint at the end of subsequent
transactions.

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: C

C
B
A
D
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